[Increased content of nucleotide sequences in transcriptionally active DNA and poly(A)+-mRNA of the rat liver and a rise in its translation activity as affected by inducers].
Cortisol and 3'-methyl-4-dimethyl-amino-azobenzene induce an increase in the content of repeated sequences (RS) in transcriptionally active (TA) DNA, while the content of respective RS in potentially active DNA fractions enriched with regulatory regions of the genome decreases. RS content in induced poly A+-mRNA also rises, as determined by the nature of hybridization of respective c DNA with total DNA. The translation of induced poly A+-mRNA rises essentially, with the qualitative distinctions in in vitro synthesized protein product spectrum being absent. Inducible RS with unstable chromatine conformation are thought to provide a universal system of rapid response of the genetic apparatus to extreme situations, serving as transcription intensifiers in TA DNA and as translation intensifiers in induced poly A+-mRNA.